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JM.S paper deecHbea briefly a package of Algol routines ahich prooides 
S(unlitres for the storage and manipulation by computer of outline drawings 
or ait types of archaeological artefact.    Particular attention is paid to the 
clas8tfi^t'.on of groups of data into similar types by  colleté profile 
comparison, a neu technique based on the  complete outline shape of each 
artefact      Classifications of a group of railway-line sections and a group of 
medieval cooking pots are discussed as examples of the method. 
The routines to be described have been written in ALGOL 60 and are 
implemented on an ICL 4130 computer at the University of Keele. They have OMB 
developed by the author over a period of two years as part of a research 
programie towards a PhD. Research on many of the techniques used is «till in 
progress. 
The paper falls into two parts: 
A) The Storage and Retrieval of Artefact Shapes.  B) The Classification of 
Artefact Shapes. 
A) Storage and Retrieval 
Let us imagine for a moment that an archaeologist find« hiaself with an 
example of an artefact of a particularly unusual and interesting type.  He 
wishes to know if objects of comparable shape have been found elsewhere  As 
things stand at present, probably the best he could do would be to start the 
tedious process of leafing through hundreds of 'likely' excavation reports 
glancing at illustrations and hoping to come across something siailar. 
Failure in such a search could well mean that he had simply not consulted an 
obscure enough publication (or had blinked at the wrong moBent'.) 
Imagine now that we have at our disposal 
1. A means of storing every drawing appearing on an excavation report on a 
oer.traliaed  computer data bank, together with information about its source. 
2. Means of automatically comparing any two such stored drawings, that is 
to say some sort of measure of similarity (or dissimilarity) between the«. 
He then have the basis of a system for searching through past records of other 
artefacts similar in shape to some given artefact.  If we assume that all 
published material (throughout Britain, say) was added to this data bank as a 
matter of course when it was puHlished. and that the data bank could be accessed 
by remote terminals, vt have a very powerful archaeological inforiMtion 
retrieval system, bas.-d on outline shapes, which could be implemented alongside, 
or even incorporateJ into, a more traditional text-based infonaation retrieval 
system. 
The routines which have been written for storage and retrieval are used in 
a man-machine interactive mode using a Visual Display Unit and lightpen. 
Drawings and text can be displayed on the V.D.U. and the sequence of operations 
I« controlled by the user pointing the lightpen at an 'alphabet aenu' in order 
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to select one of the available options. This .node of operation is „articularlv 
Zl'l\Jo°l    P"«^"^^''««'»'"' iUuatrations for an archaeologLaî re^rt^^ 
Options currently available include: 
^'  archL^f„'-^°n''°" '" 'î"^ ^°• °^ «'igi'^i"'» coordinates from an 
?xUes or ferî^, ,"""'•  '"""' "" "^ '"" P^^" '^P^' ""«l- «cess disc rues or serial access magnetic tape files. 
2. Output of such information to disc or magnetic tape. 
3. Generation of Umgent profiles  fro», the digitised coordinates  Generzcin. ;. 
angeat profO.a nvolves connecting up the digitised po nts! ;itär by""faight 
lines or by passing smooth curves through them, and mathematically t^L-sfl^fnc 
tor  the cflcullt on of J•M '".'^" "°"'- '"" representation being important 
tor tne calculation of similarity measures.  The original drawine can hTZ-^^il^- 
nat bottomed rail section, together with its tangent profile.  The frame in 
this Illustration contains the alphabet menu mentioned above. 
*" the^^'r.ff '^^•""^' °" '-^ ^•°-"- ""^^" '°8"»'" "i'h facilities for rotating 
them, reflecting, expaading, moving them about the screen, adding text  addinr^ 
a te'ntifrand' T/.    '"'""^" P"'"» °'  « """-8 can bo'selected for'spec a^ 
or d^^iîn'v   ''^""^"' Pf"« °f the same drawing can be displayed with solid 
B) Classification 
• type.r:ei::^^rSupr:r:bn"rrthr^l:is"=" t^:°r'':hr::f %hi:":^^ ^°^ 
ût:ra:u^^n:\:?t^1 Classification of shapes. ^rs'tltiatLli/arciLo^o'g "" 
han^r    u    , •     "P^-^i•"««. in the classification of (mainly) potterv and 
handaxes. by employing variations of the following procedure: ^ 
2.   "se these measurements, or simple ratios of them, a. input to a multiv.riate 
statistical technique which provides 'clusters' of similar object. 
The weaknesses of this sort of approach are fairly obvious 
'•  lLrp"j^îrfsi:rÏ " "'^"^ ^^"""''  ^••^ «"'-" P-« Of the ou.- 
2. It is not necessarily clear which features should be selected. 
3. Choice of features may radically effect the resulting groupings. 
4. Features present on on^ object a^y be .îbsent on another. 
5. There may be lo apparent fea,.utes to «elect for measur«-ent in any case. 
Of course the weaknesses of this approach are obvious to those who .«toy it - 
It 18 siBçly that no alternative has been available. ^ 
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The routines described here classify objects on the basis of their 
entire outline shapes.      Widely differing shapes can be compared. As an 
extreme example, a measure of similarity between a neolithic axe and a clay 
pipe could be calculated, though this is not recomiended as a particularly 
enlightening exercise!  He will describe such coi^arison methods as complete 
profile comparison  (CPC).  In the remainder of this paper, two experiments in 
the classification of archaeological data by CPC will be described. 
It is important to realise that although such a nethod does not require 
the identification and measurement of 'features' of the objects under study, 
this does not mean that no room for subjectivity remains.  There are three 
points in the process at which decisions still have to be made. 
1. Since the routines for CPC provide only similarity/dissimilarity measures 
between shapes, the actual classification must be carried out by establisiied 
techniques of cluster analysis, using these measures.  There are many 
cluster .inalysis techniques available, and the decision on which method to 
use rests with the user.  However, if the objects under study 'cluster 
well', the method employed should not greatly affect the groupings. 
2. Any number of types of CPC measures are theoretically possible, and it may 
be that some measures will prove to be more suitable for some types of data 
than others.  This is presently the subject of research by the author. 
3. When comparing two shapes, facilities are built in to the routines allowing 
the relative weighting of different portions of the curves.  For example, 
the rim area of a pot may be up-weighted or down-weighted relative to the 
rest of the pot when a CPC measure is calculated, and this weighting will 
be reflected in the resultant classification or retrieval search.  In the 
extreme cases, if the rim is zero-weighted, it will be ignored for 
comparison purposes, or if everything but  the rim is zero-weighted then we 
will end up with a classification of rims alone, or will retrieve only on 
rims if we perform a retrieval search. 
The author's attitude is that CPC measures should be unweighted, unless 
there is some indication that weighting is desirable (see medieval cooking-pot 
classification below). 
Whereas the decisions having to be made in 1. and 2. above may be regarded 
as a reflection of a deficiency of current knowledge in these areas, the 
provision of facilities for weighted CPC measures seems to give a desirable 
degree of freedom to the user, and provides a very powerful tool for the study 
of shape classification. 
A Classification of Railutay-line Sections 
A collection of 93 drawings of railway-line sections (taken from two 
publications: see references 2 and 3) were classified by using a combination of 
a CPC distance measure and Average Link Cluster Analysis, as follows: 
1) An upper triangular distance matrix S - [s^.] was calculated, where s^j 
was a CPC measure of dissimilarity between sections i and j.  (The measure 
was based on usigned area between tangent profiles of i and j, suitably 
standardised). 
2) This matrix was used as input to ii> a"»rage link cluster analysis. The 
method used was that called 'group-»-'erage' by Lance and Williams (reference 1) . 
This first anrlysis separated the «3 secrions into three very well separated 
groups.  The firjt group conta;r.äd all tuose types of rails known as . 
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'bridge rail«'. The second contained all those knoini as 'flat-bottomed rails' 
and the third group contained the others (mostly the so-called 'double-headed 
rails'.) 
Bridge Flat-bottomed Double-headed 
The complete agreement between the classification and the traditional three 
types was hardly very surprising, but it was encouraging. 
Each of the three groups was then classified separately. For reasons of 
space, only the result for the third group (48 itecu) is illustrated. Figure 3 
shows the average link dendrogram, and Rgure 4 shows the grouped sections. 
Groups at dissimilarity levels of 0.145 and 0.2 are shova by solid and dashed 
lines respectively on both figures. The groups seem generally acceptable, 
except, perhaps, for items 37 and 38 which look as it they ought to be trans- 
posed. 
Thus we have achieved a very reasonable classification of 48 fairly 
irregularly shaped objects, and it is worthwhile stressing that at no point have 
any 'features' of these drawings ever been identified, far less selected and 
measured. 
A Claeeifioation of Medieval Cooking-Pota 
k  data bank of medieval cooking-pot outlines is being prepared by the 
author for future large-scale classification by CPC methods, and a saall subset 
of 24 more or less randomly choben pots was taken for an analysis along similar 
lines to that H»scribed above. 
Tiie dendrogram of this analysis appears in Figure 5 and the groupings 
corresponding to a dissimilarity level of 0.15 appear in Figure 5. For this 
classification, only the outer edge of the pots below the rim area was considered 
(see 'skeleton without rim' in Figure 2).  A preliaiaary classification which  »^ 
included the rim was carried'out and the groupings obt.iined were rhe sare excsti. 
^hat poc 15 was placed in the same group as pots 18,22 and 24.  This placemen: 
seemed to 'clash', and examination of the tangent profiles suggested chat this 
could be attributed to the fact that there 's an area of high variation in 
tangent angle around the rim of a pot, contributing significantly to Che 
dissimilarity measure.  Human perception, on the other hand, probably 'down- 
grades' variations around the rim when considering the pot as a whole, since 
they take place within a relatively small area.  This suggests that a weighting 
scheire which down-grades the rim area could appropriately be used in CPC 
measures for pottery profiles. Further research on this topic is under way. 
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